Donald McKayle celebration photos

Vegas Contemporary Dance Theater, performs.

Bernard Gaddis, dancer and artistic director of Las Lula Washington Dance Theatre. Contemporary Dance Company, JazzAntiqua Dance Etude Ensemble, UCI Jazz Ensemble, Dayton Las Vegas Contemporary Dance Theater, UCI Academy, Dallas Black Dance Theatre, The Wooden American Dance Theater, Debbie Allen Dance fortunate enough to enjoy that night: Alvin Ailey the wonderful array of dance companies we were Artistic Director and was responsible for recruiting who not only contributed her significant talents as
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Donald McKayle; Elaine Finsilver and Gabrielle McKayle.

(l to r) Dennis Nahat, Ballet San Jose; Lea Vivante, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater perform.

Renee Robinson and Matthew Rushing of the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater perform.

Nycole Ray, dancer of Dallas Black Dance Theatre,

Jonathan Pink and wife Andrea Sloan Pink.

Actors and drama alums Windell Middlebrooks (Body of our CTSA family.

dancer, choreographer, teacher and mentor as part McKayle. We are honored to have this respected
dancers from the nation's most revered companies
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of our Tribute to Donald McKayle. Debbie Allen,

Committee Chair Gianna Drake-Kerrison, whose

We are also extremely grateful to Honorary
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husband David.

Donald McKayle reacts as UCI Chancellor Michael

Brenda Drake and Debbie Allen.
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